
Nº Bedrooms: 4 Nº Bathrooms: 4 Nº People: 11 Parking M² built: 400 m² Wifi Fireplace Air conditioning
Dishwasher TV Washing machine Ski Room

Skiing/Snowboarding Cycling Cross country skiing Hiking Mountain-Biking Riding

Activities in resort

The chalet located on the route de la Renarde near the centre and slopes of Méribel, is a middle mountain lodge that combines comfort and conviviality. This mountain chalet embodies the spirit of Alpine chalets
combined with high quality services that are the hallmarks of Méribel.

Authentic mountain chalet: old light wood which dresses the facades and terraces, while a traditional grey stone strengthens its rustic soul at the foundation of the chalet. The interior of the chalet offers a warm
and peaceful welcoming.

The interior decoration and furniture are a subtle blend of natural materials: wood, leather, linen or wrought iron occupy the living space. In the region where the climate is sometimes rough in winter, the beautiful
stone and wood fireplace of the living room is the centerpiece of this mountain chalet: not only it brings warmth to the chalet for the occupants but it becomes the meeting point of the chalet, a place to socialize
and share special moments together.

You will appreciate the spaces and the equipments the chalet  has to offer. This mountain chalet can accommodate 11 people in its 3 double bedrooms en-suite and its dormitory on its top floor, the perfect place
for a pillow fight by the younger occupants of the chalet.
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The superb terrace facing south west situated on the first level of this mountain chalet will place ideas in your mind of perhaps having lunch in the sun on the terrace before setting back out onto the pistes of the
world's largest ski domain.

The chalet will seduce families that are searching for an authentic and warm environment in Meribel. This mountain chalet is the perfect place for your holiday. 
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